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Agenda

Brief explanation of FLIPPED Classrooms

Discussion of our journey to the FLIPPED
classroom and the materials we have chosen

Work on your own to create a class on
Edmodo with as much as or as little guidance
from us as you want

•

•

•



Flipped Classroom?
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Three Questions

Do the majority of your students complete
homework on time and on a consistent basis?

Do all of your students have access to the
internet at home?

Do you have the time necessary to create
high quality instructional videos?

•

•

•



Why We Flipped

Not happy with the disconnect with our
students.

Heard lectures at the 2012 eTech Conference
on flipping classrooms.

Our students are “Digital Natives”

We owed it to our students to change the way
things were done.

•

•

•

•



Considerations

Do WE have the technology necessary to pull
this off?

•



Considerations

Screen Capturing Software•



Considerations

A method for demonstrating examples•



Considerations

A way to organize and share our content•



Considerations

Online environment where class materials
can be organized for student retrieval

•



Considerations

Do students have internet access outside of
the school?

•



Considerations

How do we assess?

Will the students take ownership?

•

•



OUR START

Recorded our lectures•



OUR START

We made ShowMe’s of our material•



OUR START

We set up classes in Edmodo•



OUR START

After confirming that our students had
internet access, we had them create accounts
on Edmodo

•



The Roadblocks

At first there were struggles

WE struggled to KEEP up and maintain
high quality instruction ONLINE

The students struggled with the new
method of delivery

There was a power struggle in the
classroom with threats of a mutiny

•

•

•

•



The Workarounds

Students’ requested time “IN THE
CLASSROOM” to freely ask questions as a
group before graded homework was turned
in.

We have had to allow access to lectures at
school and in some cases dump them on jump
drives

•

•



Where are we now?

Some students still do not like it (But they
live with it!)

Most students are fully on board and have
become more responsible in their own
learning.

Some students have expressed how they have
learned to better navigate a math text because
of the setup of the course

•

•

•



Where are we
going?

We and our students realize that this is going
to be a work-in-progress

We are constantly asking for feedback and
evaluating ourselves so we can better serve
our students

We are looking to FLIP other courses we
teach

By year three, we would like to have the
course self-paced

•

•

•

•



YOUR TURN

Questions?

Work on your own and we can help you get
set up.

•

•

Ron Jeff


